Development of a Bikeability Index to Assess the Bicycle-Friendliness of Urban Environments
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Abstract

Background: Cycling as a means of transport contributes to public health in terms of increasing the physical activity behaviour and reducing air pollution. In comparison to walking, cycling-specific environmental characteristics have been less investigated. The aim of this study was to develop, based on geographic information systems (GIS) data, a bikeability index for a mid-sized European city, to examine the predictive validity of the index and to visualize the bicycle-friendliness of the city by creating a bikeability map. Methods: Using GIS data, we assessed the environmental characteristics of 278 bicycle trips in the city of Graz, Austria. Characteristics which differed significantly between the actually taken and shortest possible routes were used to form an additive bikeability index and the bikeability map for 100 m × 100 m cells. The relationship between the cycling behaviour and the bikeability index around the home environment was examined to assess the predictive validity of the index. Results: Three environmental components (cycling infrastructure, bicycle pathways and green areas) were positively related, and two components (main roads, and topography) were negatively related to the actually used route. These components formed the bikeability index, which was positively correlated with cycling behaviour (OR: 1.08, 95% CI 1.01 - 1.17). The final outcome is a high-resolution coloured map indicating the degree of bicycle-friendliness in the city of Graz. Conclusion: Mapping based on the bikeability index helps to visualize the bicycle-friendliness of an urban area. Therefore, it should be a useful tool for the planning as well as for the evaluation of the transport environments in cities.
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1. Introduction

Cycling can be seen as a potentially sustainable solution to improve public health, including a reduction in traffic and air pollution. A growing body of evidence demonstrates that the built environment correlates with cycling behaviour and those regions can be friendly to cyclists [1]-[6]. Features of bicycle-friendly neighbourhoods include bicycle lanes and bicycle pathways [1] [4] [7] [8], flat terrain [9]-[11], low traffic volume [4] [10] [12] and green as well as attractive areas [4] [5] [13]. For example, cities with more bicycle lanes seem to have higher cycling rates than cities with less bicycle lanes [1] [14] [15]. This suggests that changes in urban design may increase the level of cycling.

To summarize and quantify the activity-friendliness of different environments, researchers have developed various indices. The different environmental components that support or hinder physical activity are mathematically combined to create comparable index values. In the last decade, special emphasis has been placed on the creation of walkability indices [16]-[18]. The most-cited walkability index that describes the walking friendliness of regions was developed by Frank et al. in 2005 in Canada [17]. This original additive index included the component connectivity, land-use mix and population density. The components were calculated by the use of digital maps in a geographic information system (GIS). The walkability index of Frank et al. has also been used and slightly modified in a number of other research studies [19]-[21].

Less research time has been spent on the development of bikeability indices. However, two indices have been found which describe the bicycle-friendliness of street segments: 1) Eddy (1996)—this index was first published in Emery et al. in 2003 [16]; and 2) Harkey et al. in 1998 [22]. Both indices are calculated in quite complex formulas, with many different components measured by audits. Eddy (1996) combined 27 different components of the categories “street condition”, “road” and “street facilities” to quantify the cycling friendliness of a street segment. Harkey et al. (1998) combined and weighted nine different components to calculate a “bicycle compatibility index” of street segments.

In a recent study by Van Dyck et al. [23] a “cyclability index” was constructed for regions. It is based on perceived built environmental attributes that were associated with transport-related cycling in adult samples. This additive index was calculated for metropolitan areas in the USA, Australia and Belgium, and consists of the components’ proximity to destinations, walking and cycling facilities, difficulties in parking near local shopping areas, and aesthetics, which were assessed using the neighbourhood environmental walkability scale (NEWS).

The disadvantage of indices that are based on questionnaires or audits is that the analysis for big areas is very time-consuming. The use of GIS-data allows semi-automatical calculation of indices for very large areas. To our knowledge, there exists only one bikeability index that used GIS-data to quantify the components [24]. This additive index consists of five components, namely, bike route density, bike route separation, connectivity, topography, and destination density. Apart from topography, it was assumed that all the components were positively related to cycling. This index was mapped in the city of Vancouver to detect bicycle-friendly areas and areas where the cycling conditions need to be improved. It is well adjusted to North American city design and offers a great opportunity to compare American cities based on the results of this index. In European cities, however, the urban street network conditions are not comparable to the rectangle street network in North America. Therefore an adjustment of the bikeability index of Winters et al. (2012) is necessary.

The aim of the present study was to develop, based on GIS data, a bikeability index for a mid-sized European city (Graz, Austria), to examine the predictive validity of the index, and to visualize the bikeability of the city by creating a bikeability map.

2. Methods

2.1. Setting and Sample

The study was conducted in the city of Graz (Austria), which has a population of almost 300,000 inhabitants and an area of about 130 km². The city has a relatively large number of bike pathways, and the modal split for transport cycling is currently 14%. The mild climate of Graz permits cycling almost throughout the year. The cycling infrastructure of Graz (120 km) consists of dedicated bike paths as well as bike lanes adjacent to streets. Besides, all side roads are subject to a speed limit of 30 km/h (=19 miles/h) and are therefore quite attractive for cycling. Traffic signals for cyclists and pedestrians permit cyclists to use designated bike pathways and cross major roads safely.
Participants were recruited from this “bicycle-friendly city”, with a representative sample of 1000 participants [3]. In 2005, 80 study participants from this sample drew their most frequent bicycle trip on a map. In 2010, 70 members of the large sample were asked to wear a GPS data logger for four days in order to record their daily trips. Forty-eight of the 70 participants used their bikes as a means of transportation, and were included in the analysis. Fifteen persons participated in both bicycling studies. Thus, data concerning 113 participants (80 − 15 + 48) were available for analysis and were used to identify the differences in distance and built environment between actually used and shortest possible routes. The 113 participants consisted of more women than men (55% vs. 45%). A total of 40% were younger than 35 years of age, 40% were between 35 and 50 years, and 20% were older than 51 years.

2.2. Identification of the Components of the Bikeability Index

Finally, 278 different actual bike trips of the 113 participants were used to investigate the route choices of the cyclists. The detailed study design and methods are described elsewhere [6]. In total, we compared the prevalence of 18 environmental characteristics along the actually used and the shortest possible route. The characteristics which were significantly different between the two routes were used as components to form the additive bikeability index. These components were cycling infrastructure, presence of separated bicycle pathways, main roads without parallel bicycle lanes, green and aquatic areas, topography, and land-use mix.

2.3. Predictive Validity of the Bikeability Index

The predictive validity of the bikeability index was examined by correlating the bikeability index with the cycling behaviour. The address data (831 out of 1000 were available) and mobility information were obtained from the “bicycle-friendly city” study [3] and combined with the calculated bikeability index in a GIS. Persons who cycled at least three times per week in the warm season were defined as cyclists (n = 402 out of 831). The living neighbourhood was defined as the 1 km surrounding area around the home address (circular buffer). Mean bikeability values were calculated for each home address neighbourhood using digital maps. Details of the assessment of the components for the bikeability index are described in the “mapping bikeability” section. Digital maps were acquired from administrative institutions and from the Open Street Map portal. Mann-Whitney U-tests were applied to find the differences between the two cycling groups, and a logistic regression model was applied to test the association between bicycle-friendliness in the neighbourhood and cycling, while controlling the socio-demographic factors of gender (female/male), age (<40 years, ≥40 years) and education (general qualification for university entrance or not). The bikeability index had a metric scale.

2.4. Mapping Bikeability

The bikeability index was calculated in small areas in order to create a continuous high-resolution map for the whole city. Graz was therefore divided into 100 m × 100 m cells, where each cell represented one bikeability value. The bikeability index was calculated for each cell buffered by 200 m, to also take the bicycle-friendliness of the surrounding 100 m × 100 m cells into account and to avoid sharp boundaries (Figure 1). The distance from the quadratic cell centre to the end of the buffer was at least 250 m. This distance resulted from our previous research, as the average distance that cyclists detoured [6] was 250 m.

The environmental components of the bikeability index were calculated using digital data maps in Quantum GIS 1.6 and ArcGIS 9.1 GIS software. The bicycling infrastructure in the cell and its buffer was defined as the total length of all the bicycle infrastructure (separated bicycle pathways and bicycle lanes along streets). The dataset of the separated bicycle pathways exists twice in the formula as the second component, and was defined as the length of all the separated bicycle pathways. Following the components of the cycling infrastructure, the component of the main roads was calculated by assessing the length of all the main roads without parallel bicycle lanes.

For the green and aquatic features, the surface area was calculated in each cell and cell buffer. The slopes of the topography data layer were defined in slope classes, where class 1 was the least and class 7 the most hilly. For the component topography, the mean slope class value within the cell and its buffer was used. Land-use mix was calculated according to the definition proposed by Frank et al. [17]. We included four types of land use: residential areas, industrial areas, circulation areas, and green and aquatic areas. The index ranges from 0 to 1; 0 stands for only one land-use type while 1 indicates a well-distributed land-use area.
With the exception of the “separated bike pathways” component, the calculated component values for each cell were reclassified into deciles with a scale from 1 to 10. The presence of separated bicycle pathways was handled as a binary: scale 1 (less than 10 m of separated bicycle pathways), scale 10 (at least 10 m of separated bicycle pathways in the buffer). According to the formula of the bikeability index, the component scores were added to the final bikeability index. In the style of Winters et al. [24], colours were used to visualize the different bikeability values. Green indicates bicycle-friendly conditions, yellow moderate, and red indicates poor cycling conditions.

To simplify the interpretation of the bikeability map and to detect locations where cycling conditions need to be improved, an additional layer was generated in the GIS. This additional data layer is overlaid on the bikeability map and only shows the bikeability of relevant areas, i.e., areas that are connected to the street network. The other cells (with less than 10 m of streets) are covered by the mask coloured in grey. It was assumed that the interpretation of the cycling conditions in areas without streets connected to the street network was not feasible since every house is connected to the street network.

3. Results

3.1. Bikeability Index
Six environmental characteristics were chosen as the components of the bikeability index for a region: overall cycling infrastructure, presence of separated bicycle pathways, main roads without any parallel bicycle infrastructure, green and aquatic areas, topography, and land-use mix. After the first calculation of the bikeability index, the component of land-use mix was omitted because it did not change the final results in Graz. Finally, the bikeability index comprised five components:

\[
\text{Bikeability index} = \text{cycling infrastructure} + \text{presence of separated bicycle pathways} + \text{main roads without parallel bicycle lanes} + \text{green and aquatic areas} + \text{topography}
\]

3.2. Predictive Validity of the Bikeability Index
The logistic regression showed a positive relationship between the bikeability index and the cycling behaviour, controlled for sex, age and education. The more bicycle-friendly a neighbourhood, the higher the chance of being a cyclist (OR: 1.08, 95% CI: 1.01 - 1.17). If the bikeability value increased by one unit, the odds for cyclists in this neighbourhood increased by 8%. The interaction between sex, age, education and the bikeability index was statistically insignificant.

3.3. Bikeability Map
The results of the scoring of the five components (in deciles) in the buffers of the 100 m × 100 m cells in Graz are listed in Table 1, where 1 is bicycle-unfriendly and 10 very bicycle-friendly.
Table 1. Reclassification of the five environmental components in deciles (1 = bicycle-unfriendly, 10 = bicycle-friendly).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Cycling infrastructure(^a) [m]</th>
<th>Bicycle pathways [0: no, 1: yes]</th>
<th>Main roads(^b) [m]</th>
<th>Green and aquatic areas [m²]</th>
<th>Topography(^c) [mean slope class]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1101 - 3565</td>
<td>0 - 9955</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 - 251</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>884 - 1100</td>
<td>9956 - 18,241</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>252 - 430</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>727 - 883</td>
<td>18,242 - 29,039</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>431 - 545</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>586 - 726</td>
<td>29,040 - 43,163</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>546 - 702</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>492 - 585</td>
<td>43,164 - 60,693</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>703 - 874</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>406 - 491</td>
<td>60,694 - 81,508</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>875 - 1063</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>289 - 405</td>
<td>81,509 - 108,159</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1064 - 1314</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>161 - 288</td>
<td>108,160 - 139,712</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1315 - 1645</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 - 160</td>
<td>139,713 - 161,999</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1646 - 3353</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt;162,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Separated bicycle pathways and bicycle lanes; \(^b\)Main roads without any parallel bicycle infrastructure; \(^c\)Slope class 1 is flat terrain.

The final bikeability indices for all the cells are mapped for the whole city. The bikeability map provides an overview of local cycling conditions. Moreover, the five individual components are mapped to better understand the final scoring of the bikeability in the region (Figure 2).

The result of the bikeability map overlaid with a grey mask (visualizing areas without streets) and plotted district boundaries is shown in Figure 3. Coloured bicycle-friendliness is only shown in areas that are connected to the street network. Cells with no connection to the street network are grey.

4. Discussion

The developed bikeability index was based on five key components which were correlated to cycling: cycling infrastructure, presence of separated bicycle pathways, main roads without any parallel bicycle infrastructure, aesthetic areas, and topography. The bikeability index was positively correlated with the cycling behaviour in the city of Graz. The final outcome was a high-resolution coloured map indicating the degree of bicycle-friendliness in different areas of the city.

The intention was to develop a simple bikeability index for European urban environments. As a comparable index was developed by Winters et al. [24], we first compared our findings from the bivariate analysis with the findings of Winters et al. [24]. In both studies bicycle infrastructure as well as flat topography showed a positive relationship with cycling. The results of Van Dyck et al. also confirmed that good cycling facilities are positively related to cycling [23]. The results of Broach et al. suggested that cyclists are sensitive to slope and appear to place relatively high value on off-street bike paths [25]. The agreement for these variables in the different studies is very high. However, a contradiction between the results of Winters et al. [24] and our study was found regarding connectivity and destination density. These results may reflect the different urban street network conditions in Europe and Canada. Due to the inconsistent results and the insufficient evidence for European urban environments, none of these variables were used for developing our bikeability index. The “main roads without any parallel bicycle infrastructure” variable was kept due to the fact that cyclists avoiding main roads and high traffic areas was also found in other scientific studies [10] [12] [25] [26], and this variable can be considered to be negatively associated with cycling. Green and aquatic areas did not appear as a component in the bikeability index of Winters et al. [24] but were significantly positively related to cycling in Graz and in other studies [4] [5] [23]. Therefore, we added this variable to the potential components of our index. Based on the findings of Dill we decided to keep the land-use mix variable in the first iteration [27]. In order to keep the index simple, the remaining components were combined additively but the “separated bike pathways” component had a weight of 2 because it appeared in the bikeability index twice (general bicycle infrastructure and separated bike pathways). The cyclability index of Van Dyck et al. included the “perceiving difficulties in parking near local shopping areas” component [23]. Because this component cannot be measured objectively with GIS data, it was not included in our index.
Figure 2. Mapped components of the bikeability index and the final bikeability map for the city of Graz (Geodata: Stadtvermessungsamt Graz).

Figure 3. Bicycle-friendliness in urban areas in Graz, connected to the street network (Geodata: Stadtvermessungsamt Graz).
The statistical regression analysis showed that regular cyclists live in more bicycle-friendly neighbourhoods (according to the bikeability index) than non-cyclists. Charreire et al. found that subjects residing in neighbourhoods characterized by high accessibility to green areas and local facilities and by a high density of cycle paths in Paris, France, were more likely to walk and cycle compared to those with a poor accessibility to green areas and facilities and an absence of cycle paths, after adjustment for individual and neighbourhood socio-demographic characteristics (OR: 2.5, 95% CI: 1.4 - 4.6) [28]. This association is important information, especially for city planners and policy makers, in that the built environment may support people to use the bicycle for transportation. It is not known whether cyclists deliberately choose bicycle-friendly living neighbourhoods, or if improvements to the bicycle-friendliness of a region increase the cycling rate. To answer the latter, measurements before and after changes in urban design are required. “Natural experiments” are a great opportunity to study the impact of such changes, on the condition that the researchers are informed well in advance about the planned changes.

The bikeability map for Graz shows that the conditions for cyclists vary considerably between neighbourhoods. While the inner city and the areas along the river from north to south score high (=green), zones in the outer city generally have lower scores for good bikeability (=red). In the outer districts more cells are covered with the grey mask (see Figure 3). These areas are not connected to the street network, and there is therefore no special emphasis to improve the cycling conditions.

The bikeability map in Vancouver also showed that there is variability between neighbourhoods within the city [24]. Similar to Graz, the downtown area scored well, but the outer city districts had lower scores, especially for bicycle facilities. The authors argue that the developed map suggests that area-specific strategies should be considered. The cyclability index of Van Dyck et al. was not mapped, so the variability within the cities could not be studied and compared with our results [23].

For the interpretation of the bikeability map in Graz it is important to understand that the score for one cell represents the bicycling-friendliness of the cell and its 200 m surroundings. Therefore, the bikeability map is useful when answering questions like: how bicycle-friendly is it along street xx or around square xy? However, questions that are locally too limited cannot be answered properly with the bikeability map, e.g., how bicycle-friendly is the square incell xy?

5. Strengths and Limitations

The components of the bikeability index have been empirically derived from objectively assessed environments along actually used routes. Only a small number of cycling-related environmental characteristics are required to create an informative bikeability index, and the GIS data for these components are widely available, allowing bikeability maps to be easily produced in other regions. One limitation of the study is that the results of a cross-sectional study do not allow conclusions to be drawn about the bikeability being a cause of cycling. Another limitation is the dependency on digital data maps. The digital map layers were collected from different sources and did not have the same quality and actuality. To produce a timeline of the bikeability in a city, actual digital data in short time intervals would be necessary. Unfortunately, digital data maps are not updated after each change of the built environment, and manual updating therefore becomes essential.

6. Conclusion

The bikeability index summarizes the urban environmental conditions for cycling. It consists of five components, and the GIS data for the components are widely available. The bikeability index is related to cycling behaviour, and the resulting mapping of the bikeability is a powerful tool for detecting areas where the cycling conditions need to be improved. The map is used like any other GIS-layer; it is possible to zoom in and to combine it with other spatial administrative data. The bikeability map can be a planning as well as an evaluation tool for the development of bicycle-friendly transport environment, particularly in European cities.
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